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CONCISE STATEMENT
FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA
DISTRICT REGISTRY: VICTORIA
DIVISION: GENERAL

NO VID 413 OF 2020

AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION & CONSUMER
COMMISSION
Applicant

MEGASAVE COURIERS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
ACN 629 513 828
and another named in the Schedule
Respondents

A. INTRODUCTION
1.

These proceedings concern representations made to potential franchisees by the First
Respondent (Megasave) between September 2019 and July 2020 in relation to the
courier delivery business franchises it offered for sale. Megasave gave potential
franchisees financial assurances as to the earnings, profitability and risk of the
Megasave franchises, in the form of guarantees of minimum weekly payments and
annual income, when it did not have reasonable grounds to do so, and was at the time
not making guaranteed payments to all existing franchisees.

2.

The Applicant (the ACCC) alleges that by making the representations, Megasave
engaged in conduct which was misleading or deceptive (or likely to mislead or deceive)
in contravention of s 18 of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL) and made false or
misleading representations in contravention of s 29(1)(g) and s 37(2) of the ACL. The
ACCC alleges that the Second Respondent (Bourne), who is Megasave’s sole director
and principal, was knowingly concerned in, or party to, Megasave’s contraventions.

B. IMPORTANT FACTS GIVING RISE TO THE CLAIM
3.

Megasave operates a parcel courier delivery service. In about April 2019, Megasave,
including through Bourne, began promoting Megasave franchises for sale. Each
Megasave franchise was for a defined territory in which the franchisee would deliver
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parcels. Between April 2019 and July 2020, according to Megasave, more than 50
consumers (within the meaning of the ACL) purchased Megasave franchises.
4.

From at least June 2019 to date (July 2020), Megasave represented to potential
franchisees that they would receive guaranteed minimum weekly payments for an
initial period of operating the franchise. In most cases, the representation was that
franchisees would receive a guaranteed minimum weekly payment of $2000 per week
for the first six months, with variations over time which are detailed in Schedule 2A
(the minimum weekly payments representation).

5.

From at least June 2019 until at least April 2020, Megasave also represented to
potential franchisees that franchisees would be guaranteed a specified annual income.
In most cases, the promise was a guaranteed income of $91,000 per annum, with
variations over time which are detailed in Schedule 2B (the annual guaranteed
income representation).

6.

These representations were made in trade or commerce in connection with the
supply, possible supply or promotion of the supply of Megasave franchises through
statements on Megasave’s website, advertisements published by Megasave on the
Seek Business website, and in a “Franchisee earnings” document provided to potential
franchisees. An example of Megasave’s advertisement on Seek Business is included
at Schedule 2. The representations were repeated and reinforced in conversations
and text messages between Bourne and individual potential franchisees who
contacted Megasave and/or Bourne to enquire about purchasing a Megasave
franchise. Details of the statements made by Bourne which conveyed the
representations are at Schedule 3.

7.

Bourne, in his role as sole director and principal of Megasave, knew that Megasave
was making the representations, caused Megasave to make the representations,
and personally made the representations to a number of potential franchisees in
conversations and text messages.

8.

From at least September 2019 to date (July 2020), while continuing to make the
minimum weekly payments representations to potential franchisees, Megasave was
not making the promised minimum weekly payments to all or almost all
franchisees. In addition, from at least September 2019 to at least April 2020,
payments being made to all or almost all franchisees were not sufficient for them to
earn the guaranteed annual income. Bourne had knowledge of this, as he
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determined or had knowledge of the weekly payments that would be made to
franchisees.
9.

In late December 2019, Megasave introduced an Operations Manual which stated that
franchisees were required to submit a number of sales leads on a weekly basis as a
condition of receiving the minimum weekly payments. In most, if not all, cases,
Megasave only provided the Operations Manual to franchisees once they had
purchased a franchise. The requirement to generate sales leads as a condition of
receiving the minimum weekly payments was not disclosed by Megasave to potential
franchisees prior to purchase of their franchise through Megasave’s advertisements or
the material provided to potential franchisees prior to purchase. The number of sales
leads required changed over time, with different versions of the Operations Manual.

10.

Megasave suspended most or all payments to franchisees between 16 December
2019 and 6 January 2020. Megasave notified franchisees of this suspension by a video
sent to franchisees on 16 December 2019.

C. SUMMARY OF RELIEF SOUGHT FROM THE COURT
11.

The ACCC seeks the relief set out in the accompanying Originating Application,
comprising declarations under s 21 of the Federal Court Act 1976 (Cth), orders for
pecuniary penalties against Megasave and Bourne under s 224 of the ACL,
injunctions pursuant to s 232 of the ACL, orders against Megasave and Bourne to
refund non-party consumers under s 232 of the ACL and provide redress to nonparty consumers under s 239 of the ACL, disqualification orders under s 248 of the
ACL against Bourne, and costs.

D. PRIMARY LEGAL GROUNDS FOR RELIEF SOUGHT
12.

By making the minimum weekly payments representation and the annual
guaranteed income representation, in the circumstances outlined in paragraphs 3
to 10, Megasave:
12.1. engaged in conduct that was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or
deceive, in contravention of s 18 of the ACL;
12.2. made false or misleading representations as to the benefits of its franchises,
in contravention of s 29(1)(g) of the ACL; and
12.3. made representations that were false or misleading in a material particular,
concerning the earnings, profitability and risk of the Megasave franchises that
it invited potential franchisees to participate in and which required the
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performance of work and investment of money by those potential
franchisees, in contravention of s 37(2) of the ACL.
13.

To the extent that the representations were representations with respect to future
matters, Megasave did not have reasonable grounds for making the representations,
and the ACCC relies on s 4 of the ACL.

14.

On the basis of the matters set out in paragraphs 7 and 8, Bourne was knowingly
concerned in, or party to, the contraventions by Megasave and was a person involved
in the contravening conduct by Megasave within the meaning given in s 2 of the ACL,
and a person liable to a pecuniary penalty under s 224(1)(e) of the ACL and to be
disqualified from managing corporations under s 248 of the ACL.

E. ALLEGED HARM
15.

The representations presented the Megasave franchise as a franchise opportunity that
would provide a secure initial income for potential franchisees, in the form of the
guaranteed minimum weekly payments.

16.

In addition to not receiving their minimum weekly payments or guaranteed annual
income, franchisees who purchased a Megasave franchise incurred direct loss of their
franchise fee they paid, which was generally in the order of $27,500 (inc GST),
although the fee for some franchises (commonly in regional towns) was lower. Many
incurred related costs, such as purchase of a vehicle and the costs of servicing loans.
Some franchisees had variously left other employment to take up the franchises, and
invested all or a substantial amount of their savings.

17.

A number of franchisees suffered considerable hardship as a consequence of
purchasing and operating the Megasave franchise, as they did not receive the
expected weekly payments and did not have adequate income for necessities such as
rent, fuel or food.

This concise statement was prepared by Katrina Close and Domenica Scuteri, AGS
Lawyers, and settled by Catherine Button QC and Clare Cunliffe of counsel.
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Date: 3 July 2020

................................................................
Katrina Close
AGS lawyer
for and on behalf of the Australian Government Solicitor
Solicitor for the Applicant

CERTIFICATE OF LAWYER

I, Katrina Close, certify to the Court that, in relation to the Concise Statement filed on behalf
of the Applicant, the factual and legal material available to me at present provides a proper
basis for each allegation in the pleading.
Date: 3 July 2020

................................................................
Katrina Close
AGS lawyer
for and on behalf of the Australian Government Solicitor
Solicitor for the Applicant
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Schedule 1

FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA
DISTRICT REGISTRY: VICTORIA
Division: General

No VID 413 of 2020

Respondents
Second Respondent

Gary Bourne

Date: 3 July 2020
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SCHEDULE 2A - MINIMUM WEEKLY PAYMENTS REPRESENTATION
Statement by Megasave

Duration or Date Statement was
made

Media used

1.

“Each franchisee will be paid $2000 (inc of GST) per week for the Between 17 June 2019 and about
October 2019
first 26 weeks, two weeks in arrears and paid weekly…”

2.

“$2,000 per week minimum
…
Between at least 21 July 2019 and at
Advertising Website seekbusiness.com.au
“You will get a guaranteed $2,000 per week minimum (Conditions least 9 April 2020
Apply…)”

3.

“Each franchisee will be paid $2000 (inc of GST) per week for the
first 26 weeks, two weeks in arrears and paid weekly…
Between 4 October 2019 and about
…
February 2020
You can also choose to be paid $1,000 a week for 8 weeks
instead of the above as this will help with cashflow”

4.

“$1,000 per week min’ – Conditions Apply
….
You will get a guaranteed $1,000 per week minimum (Conditions
Apply)”

Megasave Franchisee Earnings Document

Megasave Franchisee Earnings Document

Between at least 15 March 2020 and
Advertising Website seekbusiness.com.au (for
at least 9 April 2020
some regional franchises)
Megasave Website Megasave.live
(Megasave - Frequently Asked Questions
Between at least 9 April 2020 and at
page –
least 1 July 2020
www.megasave.live/megasave/faq.php)

5.

“What if we don’t get that amount of parcels, do we get less pay?
no, it’s a guaranteed income, and it doesn’t matter if you get 1 or
130 parcels a day”

6.

“$2,000 per week minimum startup income assist”
…
Between at least 19 May 2020 and 3
You will get a $2,000/week Income assist for 16 weeks
July 2020
Advertising Website seekbusiness.com.au
(Conditions Apply, after 16 weeks, the income assist will revert to
$1600, and until natural Earnings reach $1,600 a week for 4
consecutive weeks, it will be continued)”

38271362
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SCHEDULE 2B – GUARANTEED INCOME REPRESENTATION
Statement by Megasave
1.

2.

“An Amount of $91,000pa is the minimum guaranteed payment”
“(Minimum yearly income $91,000 gst inc’)
…
(Conditions Apply, Minimum yearly income $91,000 gst inc’)

Duration or Date Statement was
made
Between 17 June 2019 and 4
December 2019

Megasave Franchisee Earnings Document

Between at least 21 July 2019 and at
Advertising Website seekbusiness.com.au
least 9 April 2020

3.

“If needed, an income assist will top you up to the amount of
$91,000pa as the minimum”

4.

“If needed, after the 6 month period has ended, an income will top
you up to the amount of $91,000pa as the minimum, this will be
In or about February 2020
available until you reach the $2,000 threshold”
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Media used

Between 26 November 2019 and
about February 2020

Megasave Franchisee Earnings Document

Megasave Franchisee Earnings Document
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Advice & Tips
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Courier Franchised Territories available in Sydney - $2000 per
week

rw

10 days ago

Sydney - Greater > New South Wales

$25,000
Type: Franchise New

Commercial Services> Transport & Storage>
Courier
Save this business <::)

El

Megasave Couriers

Send an enquiry
V

Summary

Prices start from $25,000- $2,000 per week minimum- (Minimum yearly income $91,000
gst inc') - Average parcel 5 kg- No Franchise Fees- Only 1 cycle per day- Freight delivered to
you

Full name

Email

Royalties

SOpw

Phone

EJ

Rent

SOpw
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Message

Marketing Fees

SOpw
Location Details

northern beaches
Territories available throughout the Sydney Metro Area is 15

■

j

Marketing support

I

j
j

All marketing is paid for
Training provided

Training is on the job by Experienced Megasave Staff at the commencement of the
Franchise
Skills

No Skills required
Length of Agreement

Perpetual
About the Opportunity

Megasave Couriers are looking for new Franchisees for the Area
THIS IS A FRANCHISE BUSINESS
Prices start from $25,000
You will get a guaranteed $2,000 per week minimum
(Conditions Apply, Minimum yearly income $91,000 gst inc')
Average Parcel weight is 5kg
No Franchise Fees
Only 1 cycle per day

.0-��n me up for business buying

/,

Plus loads more advantages to join the Megasave National Revolution
Year Business Established

2015
Year Franchising Commenced

10

2019
Site locations
5
History

With both Directors in Transport industry for many years, a decision was made to give the
marketplace and overseas online sellers what is desperately needed in Australia, and that an
affordable, soon to be National Delivery Service, where the Franchisee will only deliver, won't
waist time at the depot or scanning parcels onboard, as this is all done for them.
This will essentially save 3 hours a day, 3 hours a day better spent on delivering and making
money.
With already 70 Franchisees with Megasave after 11 months, the sky is the limit.
Awards

Not yet, ask us next year
,0-��n me up for business buying

Share this business

Something Suspicious? report this ad.

Similar businesses

/,

More by this Advertiser

1Courier Franchised Cou rier Franchised Courier Franchised
Territories ...
Territories ...
Territories ...
Q Sydney- Greater Q Sydney- Greater Q Sydney - Greater

0 $25,000

0 $25,000

0 $25,000

j

Sign me up for business buying
I✓I advice
& tips

-

j

j

All personal information submitted by you as pan of an
enquiry will be used by us in accordance with our Privacy
Policy

I
I

I
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SCHEDULE 3 – MINIMUM WEEKLY PAYMENTS AND GUARANTEED INCOME REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY BOURNE
Statements by Bourne to Potential Franchisees

1.

Date statement was made

Potential Franchisee: “just confirming first 26 weeks i’ll be getting
$2000 regardless of how many deliveries i make after that it’s
minimum guaranteed 91k per year with a chance of eventually going
higher when i take on more deliveries? which is roughly $1750 a
In or about early October 2019
week inc GST”
Bourne: “Exactly”

Source

Text message exchange between Bourne
and Potential Franchisee

2.

Bourne said that Potential Franchisee would receive $2,000 per
week for the first 26 weeks, and then a guaranteed $91,000 per
annum each year, regardless of how much he delivered.

In or about November 2019

Telephone conversation between Potential
Franchisee and Bourne

3.

Bourne told Potential Franchisee that she would receive the
guaranteed income, and said that it was ‘absolutely guaranteed’.

In or about November 2019

Telephone conversation between Potential
Franchisee and Bourne

4.

Potential Franchisee asked Bourne what would happen if he did not
receive enough parcels. Bourne told him he would still receive the
‘$2,000 per week guaranteed’.

In or about November 2019

Meeting between Bourne and Potential
Franchisee

5.

Bourne told Potential Franchisee that there was a ‘guaranteed
income of $2,000 per week’.

In or about February 2020

Telephone conversations between Bourne
and Potential Franchisee
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